
 METROPOLIS 
PRECIOUS

DOOR HARDWARE COLLECTION WITH GEMSTONES
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

YOU CAN MATCH OUR GEMSTONES 
ACCORDING TO YOUR DECORATIVE 
NEEDS.
The collection is available with clear or rose Quartz, 
Malachite, Tiger’s eye and Lapis lazuli gemstone. 

Open the Doors to the Beauty and 
Elegance of Nature with 
METROPOLIS PRECIOUS Collection
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| METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
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C O L L E C T I O N

METROPOLIS Precious

PRECIOUS I  SERIES

QUARTZ GEMSTONE

Born of the deepest nature, from igneous rocks crystallising in the depths of 

volcanic magma, quartz is a stone of extraordinary strength, ranking third in the 

world in terms of hardness and toughness. It ranks third in the world in terms 

of hardness and strength. 

 

According to society’s mystical beliefs, this precious stone has spiritual benefits 

related to harmony and balance. It has been used since ancient times by the 

Egyptians, Phoenicians, Indian shamans, Celts, among others.

This decorative gemstone, combined with the pearl-like details of the base, is 

totally captivating in both clear and rose. 

 

The understated simplicity of this collection allows it to be combined with other 

precious gemstones such as Tiger’s Eye, Malachite and Lapis Lazuli, each unique 

and highly captivating. 

 

Exclusive Metropolis serie with 
clear or rose Quartz gemstone

| METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES | METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

Door handle on plate pearl pattern 

with rose quartz gemstone

40X260mm - Set (2 units)

0A4085.QTP.01

ROSE QUARTZ GEMSTONE

0Z5785.QTP.01

Furniture knob with pearl 

pattern and rose quartz gemstone

Ø 26mm - Individual sale

| METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

Important note: the pictures of these last 2 plates show a rough example of what it could look like with these gems.

Door handle on roses with pearl 

pattern and rose quartz gemstone

Ø 63mm  -  Set (2 units)

0R8585.QTP.01

0EY085.000.01
Europrofile keyhole escutcheon

Ø 63mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0WC085.6MM.01
Privacy button

Ø 63mm  
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Door turn knob with pearl pattern 
and rose quartz gemstone 

Ø 63mm - Set (2 units)

0P8545.QTP.01
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

Door handle on plate pearl pattern 

with quartz gemstone

40X260mm -  Set (2 units)

CLEAR QUARTZ GEMSTONE

Furniture knob with pearl 

pattern and quartz gemstone

Ø 26mm - Individual sale

0A4085.QT0.50

0Z5785.QT0.50

| METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

Door handle on roses with pearl 

pattern and quartz gemstone

Ø 63mm  -  Set (2 units)

0R8585.QT0.50
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0EY085.000.50

Europrofile keyhole escutcheon

Ø 63mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0WC085.6MM.50

Privacy button

Ø 63mm

Door turn knob with pearl pattern 
and clear quartz gemstone 

Ø 63mm - Set (2 units)

0P8545.QT0.50
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

0A4085.TG0.01

TIGER’S EYE GEMSTONE

0Z5785.TG0.01

Door handle on plate pearl pa-

ttern with tiger’s eye gemstone

40X260mm -  Set (2 units)

Furniture knob with pearl 

pattern and tiger’s eye gemstone

Ø 26mm - Individual sale

| METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

0R8585.TG0.01

0EY085.000.01

Europrofile keyhole escutcheon

Ø 63mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0WC085.6MM.01

Privacy button

Ø 63mm  

Door handle on roses with pearl 

pattern and tiger’s eye gemstone

Ø 63mm  -  Set (2 units)
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Door turn knob with pearl pattern 

and  tiger’s eye gemstone 

Ø 63mm - Set (2 units)

0P8545.TG0.01
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

0A4085.ML0.01

MALACHITE GEMSTONE

0Z5785.ML0.01

Door handle on plate pearl pattern 

with malachite gemstone

40X260mm -  Set (2 units)

Furniture knob with pearl 

pattern and malachite gemstone

Ø 26mm - Individual sale

|METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

0R8585.ML0.01

Door handle on roses with pearl 

pattern and malachite gemstone

Ø 63mm  -  Set (2 units)

0EY085.000.01

Europrofile keyhole escutcheon

Ø 63mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0WC085.6MM.01

Privacy button

Ø 63mm  
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Door turn knob with pearl pattern 
and malachite gemstone 

Ø 63mm - Set (2 units)

0P8545.ML0.01
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES

0A4085.LP0.50

LAPIS LAZULI GEMSTONE

Door handle on plate pearl pattern 

with lapis lazuli gemstone

40X260mm -  Set (2 units)

Furniture knob with pearl 

pattern and lapis lazuli gemstone

Ø 26mm - Individual sale

0Z5785.LP0.50

|METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

0R8585.LP0.50

0EY085.000.50

Europrofile keyhole escutcheon

Ø 63mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0WC085.6MM.50

Privacy button

Ø 63mm  

Door handle on roses with pearl 

pattern and lapis lazuli gemstone

Ø 63mm  -  Set (2 units)
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Door turn knob with pearl pattern 

and lapis lazuli gemstone 

Ø63 mm - Set (2 units)

0P8545.LP0.50



Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS | PRECIOUS  SERIES

0A4085.QTP.** 0R8585.QTP.**

Door handle on plate  with pearl 
pattern and quartz gemstone 

0EY085.000.**

0Z5785.QTP.**

Door handle on roses  with pearl 
pattern and quartz gemstone

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
WITH ROSE OR CLEAR QUARTZ 

Keyhole escutcheon with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

18

0WC085.6MM.**

Privacy button with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

0A4085.TG0.** 0R8585.TG0.**

Door handle on plate with pearl 
pattern and tiger’s eye gemstone

Door handle on roses with pearl 
pattern and tiger’s eye gemstone

0WC085.6MM.**

0EY085.000.**

Keyhole escutcheon with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
WITH TIGER’S EYE STONE

Privacy button with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

0Z5785.TG0.**

Furniture knob with pearl pattern and 
tiger’s eye gemstone - Individual sale 

Furniture knob with pearl pattern and 
quartz gemstone - Individual sale

0R8585.QT0.**0A4085.QT0.**

0Z5785.QT0.**

Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS |  PRECIOUS  SERIES
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0A4085.ML0.** 0R8585.ML0.**

Door handle on plate with pearl 
pattern andmalachite stone

Door handle on roses  with pearl 
pattern and malachite stone

0WC085.6MM.**

0EY085.000.**

Keyhole escutcheon with pearl 
pattern - Individual sale 

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
WITH MALACHITE GEMSTONE

Privacy button with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

0Z5785.ML0.**

Furniture knob with pearl pattern and 
malachite gemstone - Individual sale 

0A4085.LP0.** 0R8585.LP0.**

Door handle on plate with pearl 
pattern and lapis lazuli gemstone

Door handle on roses with pearl 
pattern and lapis lazuli gemstone 

0WC085.6MM.**

0EY085.000.**

Keyhole escutcheon with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

METROPOLIS PRECIOUS
WITH LAPIS LAZULI GEMSTONE

Privacy button with pearl pattern 
- Individual sale 

0Z5785.LP0.**

Furniture knob with pearl pattern and  
lapis lazuli gemstone - Individual sale 

0P8545.QTP.**

Door turn knob  with pearl pattern 
and quartz gemstone

0P8545.QT0.**

0P8545.TG0.**

Door turn knob with pearl pattern 
and tiger’s eye gemstone

0P.8545.LP0.**

Door turn knob with pearl pattern 
and lapis lazuli gemstone

0P8545.ML0.**

Door turn knob  with pearl pattern 
and malachite gemstone



01   Gold 24k

PRECIOUS I  SERIES

FINISHES 

Discover our reccomended finishes for the collection and match the 

gemstones with your favourite finish. 

The possibilities are endles!

50    Chrome

24   Satin Matt

84   Matt Black

11   Matt Gold

New
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|METROPOLIS PRECIOUS

PEARLS DETAILS
Sculpted pearls in brass like jewels, which add 
elegance and give it the unique MESTRE touch.


